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1) Plane: Lisbon is well connected to all European countries with regular direct flights from most 
air companies. Lisbon’s airport serves as HUB for TAP Air Portugal (www.flytap.com) and 
EasyJet (easyjet.com), who cover together most of the more common destinations. Lisbon is 
a popular weekend city break, so book your flight as soon as possible! 

2) Bus: Lisbon’s main bus terminals are “Oriente” and “Sete Rios” with regular connections with 
most towns in the country. FLIXBUS (https://www.flixbus.pt/autocarro/lisboa), ALSA 
(www.alsa.com) and INTERCENTRO (www.intercentro.pt) are the main companies connecting 
Lisbon by bus to international destinations, especially in Spain. Most international 
connections take a long time due to the long distances involved though. 

3) Train: Lisbon is well connected to the most important Portuguese cities by rail. However, 
international connections are limited, and we do not recommend them. 

 

 

Meeting Venue: 
 
The meeting will take place at the meeting room of MARE – Marine and Environmental 
Sciences Centre, located at the campus of the Faculty of Sciences of the University of Lisbon. 
The MARE building is located next to the TecLab and C8 buildings. The complete address is as 
follows: 
 
MARE - Marine and Environmental Sciences Centre 
Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade de Lisboa 
Campo Grande, 1749-016 Lisboa, Portugal 

 
 
 
 

Getting to the meeting venue and around 

How to get to Lisbon 



 
 

 
 
 
 

Faculty of Sciences Campus 



Getting to and from the airport 
 
The airport is very close to the city centre and right next to the University campus. The easiest ways 
to get to and from the airport are: 
 

1) Metro: The red line runs straight to the airport (station: Aeroporto) and is well signed (cost: 
€1,35 + 0,50 for the rechargeable support card “VIVA VIAGEM”). 

2) Taxi, Uber, etc. Taxis and TVDE vehicles like Uber are readily available at the airport and should 
not cost more than €10-€15 to the city centre. 

3) Bus: Several buses stop at the airport and run to several locations in the city (www.carris.pt) 
 

Getting around 
 
The easiest way to get around Lisbon is by metro. There are also several connections by train 
(“suburbanos”), trams (eléctricos), funiculars (elevadores), ferries and buses. For a list of bus 
connections see www.carris.pt. To use any of these you must by a rechargeable support card (VIVA 
VIAGEM) where you can buy the tickets you need as you need them. A day ticket for all transportation 
means costs €10,70. A day ticket only for metro and bus costs €6,45. Walking is a great way to get 
around the historical centre with funiculars and trams helping to beat the slopes. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.carris.pt/


 
 
 

 
There are many options for hotels, BBs, AirBNB and other rent platforms in Lisbon. We recommend 
hotels along the yellow and green metro lines (with direct connection to the meeting venue). Prices 
can vary significantly so we recommend searching in a website such as booking.pt for the best options. 
Nevertheless, here are some suggestions: 
 
Hotels within walking distance from the meeting venue: 
 
Radisson Blu Hotel Lisboa (www.radissonbluhotels.com) 
Hotel NH Lisboa Campo Grande (https://www.nh-hotels.fr/) 
 
Hotels at Marquês de Pombal (yellow line) 
 
Eurostars Lisboa Parque (https://www.eurostarshotels.com.pt/)  
Ibis Styles Lisboa Centro Marquês de Pombal (https://all.accor.com/) 
 
Hotels at the Historical Centre (green line)  
 
Internacional Design Hotel (https://www.idesignhotel.com/) 
Hotel Mundial (https://www.phchotels.pt/pt/hotel-mundial/) 
Hotel Vincci Baixa (https://www.vinccibaixa.com/)    
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